Introduction: Stories of the embodied Chamorro landscapes of Guam's *pattera*

1. Among the well-known generative narratives of pre-World War II Guam are stories of the island's native nurse-midwives, the *pattera*.[1] Chamorro Capuchin priest and historian, Eric Forbes, shared one such story in his recounting of a conversation he had with a Chamorro man who spoke of his intense loyalty to the village where he had lived as a child over the village where he lived most of his adult life. When asked why this was the case, the man replied, 'Siempre nai sa' guuhe nai ma håfot i toayâ-ho!' (Certainly, because that's where they buried my towel!).[2] It was in this context that Pale’ (Father) Eric learned of the *pattera* practice of burying the placenta (in Chamorro, the *pâres*) and of the deep cultural meanings behind this ritual:

   The man was pointing to the physical and emotional connection he had with the soil of his native village; something intimately connected with his life in the womb was buried there. In his mind, he literally became part of the soil of his village.

2. The meanings and effects inherent in such practice and ritual is as *tåhdong* (deep) as it is multiple and varied. At one level, as Pale’ Eric discerns, we see a profound connection between Chamorros and the land, such that landscapes become palpable and visceral so as to ‘speak’ to Chamorros in ways that, literally and figuratively, root them in the soil and tie them to the land. But such practice and ritual is also important because of the way that such embodied labour bespeaks a history of Chamorro women’s persistence and resistance, in this case, the *pattera*’s labouring and ‘belabouring’ in spite of, or perhaps because of ‘modern’ rules and regulations under the United States (US) Navy that sought to stamp out native practices, such as the burying of the placenta and umbilical cord (*apuya*) in the interest of health and hygiene, in order to ensure individual and community wellbeing.

3. The *pattera*’s insistence on the old while practicing the new (or their insistence on the new while practicing the old) suggests the possibilities for what I call a Chamorro ‘placental politics’ of the past and for contemporary struggles and debates concerning a new round of militarisation and development in Guam, but also more generally, for indigenous feminism and indigenous feminist practices.[3] The inspiration and insight for an indigenous placental politics come directly from how the *pattera*, in defiance of US naval orders to burn or discard the *pâres*, continued to bury the *pâres* or allow family members to do so, out of respect for deep Chamorro symbolic and cultural meanings connecting notions and expectations of self in relation to land and community in a system of reciprocal kinship relations and stewardship obligations. Across the Pacific and traversing empires, feminist scholars have historicised and theorised indigenous women’s negotiations of colonial modernity with respect to pregnancy and child birthing and with similar references to the placenta.[4] My point and slight (but distinct) mode of departure—one that drives the intellectual, scholarly, and political project of this essay—is that, in the case of Guam's *pattera*,...
The political, social and cultural act of burying the placenta can be regarded as a specific form of indigenous and gendered resistance against US naval colonialism, and that furthermore, such corporeal politics of foregrounding communal relations and stewardship of lands and people can be seen as *pattera* assertions of cultural self-determination.

4. Thus, the potential in what I am calling a 'placental politics' is a native-inspired theory and practice of being and action informed and guided by ancient ideas of self in relation to land and the primacy of stewardship of land amidst enduring colonial transformations. I am aware of a propensity in the image of a placental politics to idealise a return to nature or maternal, biological, reproductive, or even heteronormative utopia. This is not my intention. Rather, I am interested in how the social and cultural histories of native women's embodied labour as it relates to land can inform continued struggles in the new colonial and settler colonial landscapes in Guam. That the *pattera* and other 'modern' Chamorro women in roles like the *matlina* (godmother) saw the need to continue effectuating old practices involving the land, underscores the lingering importance of land, and especially in view of land as the 'singular issue,' according to Robert Underwood, 'that can radicalise even the most mild-mannered Chamorro from the loyal military retiree and the police officer to the teacher and the nurse.'[5]

5. This history of asserting a native stewardship over the land and deep connections between Chamorros and the land, captured in the phrase *tao'tao tano'* (people of the land), is especially timely given the latest US military build-up in Guam, in which the US plans to transfer several thousand marines and their dependents from Okinawa to Guam over the next several years.[6] In this new round of militarisation and Chamorro political unrest, around which Chamorro women have again come to the fore, we might well ask, what are the political possibilities and perils of a 'placental practice'—the embodied practices by native women, in formal capacities as midwives and godmothers, to steward and nurture both Chamorro land and body, especially against the debilitating effects of colonial encroachments, especially as a form of politics culled from the historical and cultural practices of Chamorro women concerned with the wellbeing and balance of Chamorro peoplehood and land? In what follows, I turn first to Guam's *pattera* and an earlier history of women 'delivering the body,' then to Guam's most famous Godmother, Agueda Johnston, for possible answers from the island's past.

The gendered and cultural politics of 'delivering the body' in pre-World War II Guam

6. Following the Spanish-American War of 1898, Guam was placed under the administration of the US Navy. Guam's prewar history under US naval colonial rule, what the Navy dubbed as the 'long road to rehabilitation,' was comprised of or constituted through public health, public works and public education (in the latter, especially the teaching of English).[7] As scholars of critical Guam/Chamorro studies have argued, this Guam version of the American project of 'benevolent assimilation' was anything but benevolent.[8] In her analysis of US naval health policies in Guam, Anne Perez Hattori argues that the Navy's assertions of 'power and fecundity' over Chamorro women as 'bearers of the race' was coupled with its rendering absent of Chamorro men as a result of a local history of warfare and widespread epidemics and was constituted by a veritable emasculation of the island and its history.[9] This simultaneous emptying (of men) and feminisation of the landscape can be seen in a July 1928 advertisement by the Guam Chamber of Commerce, entitled, 'Wanted: American Farmers for Guam.' The advertisement reads:

There are thousands of acres of virgin government land laying waste on this island that should be working for the needs of the world.
Governor Shapley is in favor of American farmers coming to Guam, with the hope that their modern methods will be of assistance and a good example to the inhabitants.

Here is an opportunity for reputable and experienced farmers who wish to settle on this island of edenic virginity where it is summer all winter, and the planting season is every month of the year....[10]

7. Here, the feminisation of the island as 'virgin(ic)' and 'edenic' is the precondition for legitimising the need for a special kind of male labour ('seasoned' American farmers) whose work upon the female land would result in a self-reproduction of a gendered order through the production of agricultural goods for 'the world.' Through such narratives and practices of historic and figurative depopulation (that is, historiographical claims about the demise of the male population through warfare and epidemics across 300 years of Spanish 'misrule' and the figurative emptying of the landscape of men through its feminisation) and discursive repopulation (the introduction of American farmers by US naval administrators to 'rehabilitate' the island, feed the world, and regenerate white malehood), through the process of working the island, was also the very colonial process that subjected Chamorro men, women and children to strict naval regulation and scrutiny. The Naval ordinance was obsessed with Chamorro women especially, as pregnant women, as mothers, as suruhåna (folk healers), and, for my purposes here, as the pattera—the midwives who enjoyed the trust and confidence of Chamorro women precisely because Chamorro women were singled out and obsessed over as the progenitors of the Chamorro race. Thus were Chamorro women subjected to multiple and various forms of discrimination, surveillance and conquest: from the curtailing of the traditional Chamorro attire, the mestisa, to the more extreme and even violent campaigns on 'proper' mothering, to anti-miscegenation laws. If there was a single class of Chamorro women who received the brunt of the Navy's regulatory attention, it was the pattera.[11]

8. The Navy targeted the pattera, many of whom doubled as suruhåna and who relied on Chamorro medicine and massage to treat women during different life cycles, because they were directly responsible for 'delivering the body,' literally and discursively.[12] Beginning with the island's first American naval governor, Richard Leary, white colonial officials sought ways to regulate the pattera, the younger recruits as well as the older lay midwives who were practicing before the Navy arrived, and who, as one US Navy governor claimed, were being 'incapacitated by age.'[13] The Navy's long-term vision was that the younger and more 'adaptable' and pliable cohort of nurse-midwives would replace their older kin and predecessors, and hence, the US Navy recruited and trained the younger recruits precisely to 'incapacitate' or render obsolete their older predecessors.[14]

9. What is particularly telling is the way that the pattera at various stages in their profession negotiated and in some instances dictated the terms of US colonialism, whose form of patriarchal engenderment was also evident in the description and division of labour among the naval officials themselves. In places like Guam, for instance, naval officers reserved for themselves the big 'official matters' and relegated to their wife-companions the unofficial 'small matters.'[15] By calling momentary attention to the disparate and asymmetrical but not mutually exclusive worlds of Navy governors and Navy wives, I am continuing to mark the specifically gendered (and racialised, and sexualised, and classed) contours of US colonial modernity in Guam and the new and at times divergent paths that opened up for Chamorro women down the 'long road' and in relation to the work of Navy wives.[16] In looking relationally at Chamorro women and Navy wives, as part of the already multi-contested sites of US Empire, we get a glimpse of the new subjectivities and new subject formations that have been marginalised in canonical as well as by new Pacific historiographies that have focused rather exclusively on the accomplishments of Euro-American men and indigenous men, or have looked at women, native and non-native, but in ways that treat the categories of gender as discrete and mutually exclusive.[17] In her melding of leisure and labour, and in what also seems to be an effort to transplant a particular form of white female
subjectivity now referred to critically as 'the new womanhood' in Guam, for example, the elite New
Yorker, Susan Dyer, who also happened to be the wife of Guam Naval Governor George Dyer,
founded Guam's first hospital for Native women and children in 1905. Named in her honour, the
Susana Hospital had required for its construction an aggressive fundraising campaign that enjoyed
the financial support of Susan Dyer's fellow New Yorker and prominent philanthropist, Margaret
Olivia Slocum Sage. Sage's beneficence furnished the means through which Dyer asserted what
Peggy Pascoe has identified as a kind of 'moral authority' over a racialised and infantilised
Chamorro people. This specific kind of gendered philanthropy also led to the establishment of a
Native nursing school, which in turn provided an opportunity for and the materiality with which
Chamorro women, especially the pattera, would culturally and socially invest rather heavily.

More specifically, such spaces—the nursing schools and later the clinics, dressing stations and
hospitals—furnished Chamorro women with the materiality with which they would transcend
Chamorro proscriptions of 'proper' women's behavior under a strict Chamorro Spanish Catholic
brand. Through these, Chamorro women would also assert new forms of womanhood, femininity
and indigeneity, including a latent or inchoate politics, if not Chamorro feminism. The possibilities,
and perils, of this emergent Chamorro politics and feminism are sensed through the figures of the
palao’an chålan (woman of the road) and matlina (godmother). These new forms of indigeneity and
mobility can be understood within a larger context of indigenous modernities—new ways of being
and enacting what it means to be native without necessarily abandoning earlier conceptions of
progress and propriety, and in relation to self and community and stewardship of land.

Four dimensions exemplify well pattera negotiations of modernity—individuality, innovation and
progress, that is—alongside native women's conceptions of propriety in areas of health and
hygiene and compensation: 1) the pattera's desire and resolve to transcend boundaries and cross
over (and back) from Chamorro Spanish Catholic proscriptions around proper women's place even
at the risk of being scorned by other Chamorros; 2) the pattera's ability to serve as gatekeepers
and cultural brokers by working and translating (sometimes literally, as we shall see) the spaces in
between Native and US Naval authority, and eventually becoming trusted, revered, and beloved; 3)
the pattera's insistence on appropriating new ways with age-old Chamorro beliefs and practices;
and finally, 4) the pattera's management of compensation. What follows is an elaboration of these
dimensions based on my interviews with some of the island's last surviving pattera trained under
the US Navy.

For many of these women, nurse-midwifery was an opportunity to leave home and earn money.
The interviewees said they wanted to become nurse-midwives to also help other Chamorro
women. Joaquina Babauta Herrera (Tan Kina) explained that she became inspired after
experiencing first hand an older female relative suffering from severe bleeding during her
pregnancy. But Tan Kina also attributed her determination and success in eventually becoming a
pattera to a Navy wife, a Mrs Plain. Mrs Plain, a former nurse, had encouraged Tan Kina to enrol in
nursing school. The Navy wife had employed Tan Kina as a domestic helper—an experience that
she claimed helped her in her younger years to become more proficient in English, which, along
with 'adaptability,' was another prerequisite for the would-be pattera. Indeed, Tan Kina's strong
desire to help women deliver babies safely is noteworthy. Also pertinent is Tan Kina's questioning
of the efficacy of the old ways, in this particular case, the methods of the older pattera attending to
her older female relative and whose lack of knowledge and lack of better judgment of the condition
known as placenta previa placed the mother and baby in harm's way.

Despite such good intensions, the desire to leave home, earn money, and help other women
rendered the pattera suspect and earned them at times the admonishment of family members. In
her study of nursing in Guam, retired registered nurse Oliva Guerrero described the request to
leave home, to pursue a course of study in a foreign language, and to work in strange surroundings in the company of foreigners 'something akin to horror.'[22] Chamorro nurse-trainees found themselves in a dilemma because the trainee's living arrangements ran directly against Chamorro prescriptions against a non-chaperoned 'get-together' of the opposite sexes away from home. According to the Chamorro folklorist Carmen Santos, who transcribed and translated the pre-World War II song, Humalom Enfetmera (Enrolled as a Nurse), such arrangements accounted for why the nurse-trainees' new found freedom (away from home, in the hospitals) was widely criticised and seen as a source of embarrassment and shame.[23] Tan Kina described, as well, this quandary, hostility even, toward the pattera:

You know the parents before, they don't want their girls to join the nurse because some of them they said if you became a nurse, you puta [whore]. Because the corpsman and the nurse working together. And this old-fashion woman thinks that the corpsman and the nurse are going to be together. But we are not gonna be together, we [are] working together.[24]

14. At stake were the sanctity of the family, the foundation of Chamorro society, and especially the transgression of preconceived notions of women's sexuality and their roles, duties, obligations, and responsibilities as 'bearers' of culture, language and religion.[25] Yet, it was precisely in their service to families and communities that the pattera would eventually go on to become trusted and highly revered, as evidenced in Tan Kina's insistence that the pattera and the American corpsman were 'not going to be together' but that it was simply the case that 'we [are] working together.'

15. The ability of younger, unmarried Chamorro women to transgress Chamorro Catholic patriarchal proscriptions around 'proper' women's behaviour and cross over into newer American 'modern' spaces—often with the help of the older and more experienced Chamorro recruits such as the Chief Native Nurse and lay matrons—enabled the nurse trainees to become knowledgeable and skilled intermediators of Chamorro and American discourses on health, hygiene and child-birthing, and become highly regarded community leaders.[26] Naval administrators and doctors relied heavily on the pattera as native agents to impart American health and hygiene in the villages, because they were more aware of the 'prejudices and popularities of their own people' over American nurses.[27] In spite of having 'immeasurable advantages' as cultural insiders, the pattera had to constantly work the spaces in between.[28] Because of their careful and successful negotiations of American and Chamorro spaces, regulating and directing the flow in between, the pattera can be likened to Malay midwives who were also 'gatekeepers' and whose 'support or resistance to Western health services would determine community acceptance and compliance.'[29] The pattera can also be likened to Japanese midwives, whose status as cultural brokers as well as birth attendants for the Issei was contemporaneous with the transformation of midwifery into a new woman's profession as part of Japan's modernising quest for empire and with the rise of Japanese immigration to the US.[30]

16. As gatekeepers and cultural brokers, the pattera were able to convince Chamorros and pregnant women to avail themselves of naval doctors. Naval administrators begrudged this lack of interest in American doctors as a 'matter of very slow growth.'[31] This problem persisted in the 1930s and 1940s as Tan Kina and Rosalia Mesa (Tan Liang) spoke of the same dilemma of getting women to see the doctor early in their pregnancies. Tan Kina and Tan Liang knew that only through the constant monitoring of pregnancies for incidences of high blood pressure or the possibility of developing eclampsia would they (the pattera) be allowed to safely and confidently deliver babies in the home, as most Chamorro women preferred. The pattera articulation of health and progress, building upon their records of success and Chamorro families' trust and confidence in them, also provided the grounds for building trust in American doctors. Tan Kina urged her patients to have that trust because, as she would assure them, the doctor 'cares for you....'[32] According to Tan
Kina, Chamorro women were *mamåhlao* (embarrassed) about showing their bodies to strangers. Some were also ashamed because they did not have a lot of money and a change of clothes for themselves and their babies if they were to have their babies in the hospital. Tan Liang added that many women did not want to leave their other children home alone for several days while they were in the hospital. She also said that some unmarried mothers were *mamåhlao* because of the stigma attached to having illegitimate children. [33] Privy to information to which American doctors were not, the *pattera* were able to work along with the comfort level of Chamorro women without sacrificing what was in their mutual best interests: a safe and healthy delivery. The *pattera* were able to massage the points of tension that many pregnant women felt about going to the doctor, by helping women understand the value and importance of a regular check-up. Tan Liang characterised this assistance as ‘*maolek*’ (good) for averting possible complications:

You find it very, very *maolek* advice to the pregnant women sa [because] you can spot the high blood pressure you know, any symptoms like for the first three months … [and] for the second three months, since like some develop hypertension and eclampsia, like eclampsia is like mañagu [to give birth] and they're like swollen. So I think it's very important to have them see the doctor first before they come to me. [34]

17. Tan Liang's use of the word *maolek* invokes a deep meaning in Chamorro: the performing of what is good and what is right for the community, with connotations of balance and harmony. It is part of a practice of *inafa'maolek* (to make good), a *tåhdong* (deep) and age-old system upon which most other Chamorro values are built. Woven into the *inafa'maolek* code are other values considered *tåhdong* and with its own connotations of substance and wisdom, such as *respetu* (respect), *gai mamåhlao* (literally, 'to have shame' but loosely 'to save face'), *mangingi*, the sniffing of an elder's hand to take in his or her essence and wisdom as a sign of *respetu*, and *chenchule'*, a gift or form of compensation (often a form of creating and maintaining gratitude and indebtedness). After centuries of Spanish colonisation, but far from simple 'Hispanicisation,' these *tåhdong* values and practices have also necessarily become contained in and maintained through Spanish Catholic rituals such as the fiesta or religious feast, the *nubena* or nine-day prayer vigil, the *lisåyu* or rosary, and in the *kumpaire* system (in Spanish, the *compadre* system, or in English, the Godparenthood system). The *pattera*'s labour to do the *maolek* thing vis-à-vis modern practices of health and wellness can also give us a glimpse into Chamorro feminist re-inscribed notions of health. Clearly, a significant part of the *pattera*'s labour, duty and obligation was to translate the idea and significance of 'prenatal care'—routine visits and monthly check-ups—to monitor conditions like high blood pressure and eclampsia as something *maolek*, and to assure their patients that they would 'be with them' throughout their pregnancy even if it meant at times putting these women's needs first over family obligations. [35]

18. What makes *pattera* notions of progress and propriety specifically feminist is that *pattera* labour in service to clan, land and community was first and foremost in service to/with women while simultaneously challenging Chamorro ideas of *inafa'maolek* especially as it was invoked by their husbands, sons, fathers, uncles and brothers. Tan Kina described instances when she had to accompany her patients in the ambulance and would stay with them for days even after the delivery. Quite often, Tan Kina forgot to call her husband:

Most of the time you know when I go out delivering babies and it's not going to be a normal deliver or [if it's] high blood pressure, I won't allow them [the women to deliver at home]. I told them, 'It's not my responsibility. If you don't do what I said, and if you die with your kid, it's your fault. So make you feel happy for me to take you [to the hospital] because I want you to live and your kid.' But the lady said, 'But are you going with me, Tan Kina, because I'm scared of the doctor?' I said, 'Sure, I'm taking care of you now.' So we go together in the ambulance. I didn't even call my husband to tell him that I am in there. I didn't tell him that I am leaving. That's my job and I have to have good responsibility for the patient. Most of the time my husband used to say, 'Oh my goodness, you always do what you want.' I say, 'It's my job….' [36]
In this quote, we sense Tan Kina’s husband’s annoyance in not so much her absence as in her frequent pursuit of ‘what you want.’ That ‘always do(ing) what you want’ of course is bound up with the principal vocation of helping pregnant women in general, but especially in the case here, of helping them overcome their hesitation at going to medical clinics for prenatal care, especially in the face of apparent complications, the ‘not normal’ conditions like high blood pressure. This type of assistance to ‘recalcitrant’ women to concede their bodies to modern delivery procedures that the pattera regarded nonetheless to be ‘maolek’ involved pressuring (almost guilt-tripping) hesitant mothers (‘If you don’t do what I say … and your child dies … it’s your fault’) even as that pressure (or guilt-trip) is firmly contained within a tradition of love and caring (‘Sure, I'm taking care of you now’) aimed at achieving wellness and balance (inafa’maolek). In other words, the terms of Chamorro women assisting other women through the regulatory colonial apparatus of the US Navy's hospital and modern codes of individual responsibility and accountability, is still one of indigenous stewardship and custodianship legible under the code of inafa’maolek. As we will see shortly, inafa’maolek conceptions of stewardship and custodianship would also continue to invoke traditional birthing practices, like the burying of the placenta or the umbilical cord, considered primitive and unsanitary (or superstitious folly) under US colonial modernity. The persistence of indigenous practices in these women's determinations to ensure the wellbeing of native mothers and children at the prenatal, birthing and postnatal stages provides insight into a determined level of indigenous feminism whose energies and time spent away from husbands and fathers could also earn them these men's wrath for how such women's work would cut into what indigenous patriarchy demanded of such labour. This incipient indigenous feminism that is latent in the history of the pattera can furnish early materiality and opportunity to develop a placental politics for contemporary Chamorro women activists deeply interested in caring for land and subjectivity.

The gender of self-determination and other forms of safeguarding Chamorro bodies

19. While prenatal care was something the pattera insisted was 'good' and impressed upon Chamorro women, there were other naval practices around pregnancy and childbirthing that the pattera considered not so maolek precisely because of how such practices themselves cut into good traditional birthing practices. Such introduced practices militated against Chamorro beliefs and rituals, which were based on Chamorro knowledge and Chamorro conceptions of progress, propriety and inafa’maolek. Though the US Navy forbade and/or discouraged the Chamorro beliefs and rituals, regarding them as silly folkways of a pre-modern society, these practices continued not simply because they did not 'conflict' with American practices or were 'harmless,' but because Chamorros insisted on their cogency and efficacy, and that they were maolek.[37]

20. It was this insistence that enabled even the 'modern' and 'progressive' pattera to prevail on the åmot Chamoru (Chamorro medicine) and lasa (massage). Tan Liang, who earlier spoke of the importance of routine clinic check-ups with navy doctors for monitoring eclampsia and high blood pressure, continued to hold on to these Chamorro practices handed down by her female elders. Both she and Åna Mendiola Rosario (Tan Ånan Siboyas) advised their patients to adhere to such beliefs. Tan Liang spoke of how the expecting mother’s position under or near a doorway affected the baby’s movement through the birth canal, the duration of the delivery, and the degree of difficulty in the delivery:

Anggen mapotge i palao’an [when a woman is pregnant] … tumotohge’ i petta … standing by the door, nai … then the old people says you go back, because if you [keep] standing by the door, the baby will be born in … ayu mappot ma fañagu [a difficult delivery].[38]

21. Tan Ånan Siboyas also believed that the position of a pregnant woman’s head and feet while lying
down affected the baby's position and determined if a woman would need a caesarian section. Amid skepticism, Tan Ånan Siboyas still advised her patients to take precaution:

… ayu nai este ni' manmapotge' na ma chachatge yu' yanggen hu sangâni na mungnga ma na'talakhiyong i patâs-mu gi i pettan kuâtto, na'talakhiyong i ilu-mu gi i petta sa' eyague' pâtgon para ma farlagu i ilu-ña fine'nena'.

… that's why sometimes these pregnant women laugh at me when I tell them not to lie down with their feet facing the doorway and that their head should face the doorway—the way a baby's head exits first from the mother's body.[39]

If the baby had been in a breeched position, Tan Ånan Siboyas would massage the woman's stomach to correct it. Tan Liang, on the other hand, did not practice this particular kind of Chamorro massage because of the risks and the possibility that the umbilical cord could wrap itself around the baby during the process. She, like Tan Kina, however, acknowledged that there were certain pattera, like Tan Ånan Siboyas, also a suruhão, who had special 'talents' and 'gifts' with âmot Chamoru and lasa and that these important knowledges worked for many.

22. Another practice maintained by the pattera, the inspiration for this essay, was the burying of the placenta, what Chamorros have also historically referred to as the ga'chong i patgon (child's companion). Tan Liang learned this from an older aunt who hailed from the 'modern,' not 'rural,' capital city of Hagåtña, where the Anthropologist Laura Thompson claimed such 'conservative' traditions no longer existed. According to Tan Liang, the proper burial of the placenta and the cord (apuya') under the stairs of the house or near the house ensured that the child would be protected from injury and malevolent spirits as he/she grew older. Other Chamorros believed that the ritual ensured that the child would not run away from home.[40] In burying the placenta and the cord, or allowing family members to practice this protective measure, the pattera defied American naval doctors and nurses whose orders were to discard or burn what they saw as dangerous human waste. Even Tan Kina, who herself had reservations about this tradition, respected a family's desire to practice these precautionary rituals.

23. From the knowledge and traditions passed down by earlier women pattera to the new generation trained under the US Navy (recall that it is Tan Kina's elder, a pattera, who passed down this knowledge to Tan Kina), but also in even earlier accounts of Guam and the Chamorros, we learn that there is an obligation and proper way to deliver the Chamorro body from harm. Eighteenth century Spanish missionary accounts likewise speak albeit sparingly and condemningly of Chamorro women's resistance to the missionaries in Guam. Upon a closer reading of such hagiographic (to Spanish accounts) narratives, however, one surmises the prominence and strength of these women of ancient Chamorro matrilineal society in Guam and the Mariana Islands, the first group of islands to be colonised in Oceania in the sixteenth century. The French Jesuit priest, Charles le Gobien, wrote of one such woman during the seventieth century Chamorro-Spanish Wars. Referred to simply as the mother-in-law of Masongsong, a Filipino Commander and among the many Filipino soldiers brought to the Mariana Islands by the Spanish to protect the Catholic mission there, this Chamorro woman devised a plan to kill the Spanish governor Major Damian de Esplaña. Under the pretence of bringing food to her daughter at the presidio, Masongsong's mother-in-law tried to convince her son-in-law to carry out her plan. She told Masongsong that it was a disgrace for Filipinos to be treated as subjects by the Spanish and that they should join the Chamorro rebellion against the Spanish.[41]

24. Still, other historical accounts tell of Chamorro women who employed other methods and practices for dealing with Spanish colonisation and oppression. The Jesuit historian Joannis Joseph Delgado described such practice as a possible reason for Chamorro population decline in the early 1700s:
[They cannot abide the yoke of the Spaniards because of their great pride and haughtiness, and that they would like to live as they did in the past, in freedom and [following their] barbarous customs. Because of this, many hang themselves and others kill themselves…. The women … purposely sterilize themselves; or if they conceive, they find ways to abort, and some kill their children after birth in order to save them from the subjugation of the Spaniards.[42]

The Jesuit priest and historian Juan de la Concepcion wrote:

This very large diminution of population comes from the subjugation imposed upon them by the force of arms. As lovers of liberty they could not tolerate a foreign yoke. This became so painful for them that, not being able to free themselves of it, they preferred to lose their lives by hanging and by other desperate means. The women purposely sterilized themselves, and they threw their newborn children into the sea, convinced that an early death would free them of travails and a painful life … they would be fortunate and happy. Subjugation was so despicable that, for them, it was the ultimate and most deplorable calamity.[43]

25. Centuries later, the American anthropologist, Laura Thompson, recorded several techniques Chamorro women used to abort their pregnancies, including how women afterwards would bury the foetuses under the house.[44] Such stories of Chamorros taking their own lives, and more specifically, of Chamorro women aborting their babies so that they might avert subjecting their children to a future of tyranny, violence and possibly genocide, present an even earlier Chamorro history of and the possibilities for a 'placental politics.'[45] That Chamorro women buried the remains of their aborted babies underneath their house might suggest that these women afforded these babies the same rituals of deference and worship for the living and the dead and that these women in a sense were delivering their foetuses out of harm's way and further ensuring, even in death, their protection and well-being.

26. Across the indigenous Pacific, there is a proper way to care for the placenta and cord. According to Vicki Lukere, these customs have 'served to identify the newborn with kin, ensure the mother's or child's wellbeing, and renew a visceral connection between people and place.'[46] For the Maori, the fate of the placenta, the whenua, which also means 'land,' can mark Maori belonging to and distinctive identity within new lands as well as an essential claim to islands in part relinquished. In averring his ties and claims to his home island upon his return to Niue, poet John Pule wrote, 'I was born here, my whenua buried on this land.'[47] In Samoa and the Marshall Islands, some believe that if a boy's placenta is thrown in the sea, he will become a skilled fisherman.[48] The Kanaka Maoli of Hawai'i believe that the iewe (placenta) connects a child to his/her birthplace and that if planted next to a tree ensures that his/her development resembles the growth of the tree. According to Lilikala Kame'ele'ihiwa, Kanaka Maoli regard the iewe as sacred and believe that proper handling and burial of the iewe is a protective measure that guarantees the child's wellbeing.[49] In 2006, Hawai'i became the first state to pass legislation that allows hospitals to release placentas to the family. In another place in the Pacific, according to Miriam Kahn, Tahitians' sense of place, as rooted in the land, come together 'most poignantly' in the burial of the child's placenta, pu fenua (core, heart, and essence of the earth) and the cord or pito (navel) in the ground.[50] This 'sense of place,' and the 'genealogical lines of connections,' is embodied and symbolised by Polynesian concepts of 'cordage.' As Ty Kawika Tengan, Tevita Ka'ili, and Rochelle Fonoti argue, the cord literally and figuratively guides and grounds indigenous Pacific Islanders in historical, cultural, intellectual and academic projects. Examples of cordage in such political projects to 'reclaim knowledge and contest imperialism in the Pacific' include the braided sennit cords used in lalava (the ancient Tongan art of lashing), the pohaku piko (the place where umbilical cords were buried), and the cord and fishhook referenced in the Hawaiian Kumulipo.[51]

27. The conscious decision by pattera to defy naval orders and to bury (or allow family members to bury) the placenta and the cord in order to maintain and ensure the value of inafa'maolek,
balance and righteousness, and to guide one's growth and development properly, also helps to explain why/how pattera handled compensation the way they did. Though the pattera saw the potential to earn money, they often acquiesced to other forms of compensation. For instance, the law stipulated a fee for her services—between $2.50 to $10.00 in 1925 and $10.00 in 1936—and yet, the pattera did not adhere to such wages set by the Navy.[52] Tan Ånan Siboyas qualified this amount as 'coming from the heart.'[53] The pattera practice of accepting 'whatever families were happy to give' ran counter to the Navy's modernising and rehabilitating efforts in Guam to establish a cash-based economy and transform Chamorros into productive wager-earners. And even though the law gave the pattera the right to refuse a delivery if she anticipated non-payment, they rarely, if ever, refused a delivery because a patient could not pay. To do so would have been culturally inappropriate.[54] Drawing once again on the concept of inafa‘maolek, we can see how most pattera knew that most of their clients had little or no money at all. To refuse to deliver a baby for this reason would be tai mamahlao (to have no shame) or tai respetu (to have no respect). Most pattera were more concerned about helping families than making money, and thus extended the practice of fa‘taotao (to treat someone as a person), which provides the model for how to treat someone with decency. This cultural prescription, under certain circumstances, also demanded that the pattera reciprocate. Tan Ånan Siboyas, for example, explained that if she got paid but later discovered that the family had more children, she would return the money.[55]

28. Another form of reverse compensation—of paying your client or customer for the services you perform—came from the fact that oftentimes the pattera were asked by mothers to be the child's matlina (godmother), a title that comes with enormous obligations and indebtedness, and to which I will return shortly. Since they were more concerned with assisting families than making money, the pattera can be considered as 'social workers of sorts,' according to retired nurse, Oliva Guerrero.[56] The pattera's ability to negotiate between Native and Naval spaces on matters concerning compensation distinguished them from other Chamorro professionals. Guerrero described this trait as the ability to assess not just the mother and the baby, but also the situation of the family.

29. More often than not, the compensation was in the form of produce, things from the lâncho (ranch). In my interviews with pattera family members, all of them indicated that most of the time their families had been compensated with fruits and vegetables, coconut crabs, corn or bananas. [57] Though the US Navy denigrated Chamorro labour on the lâncho and sought to eradicate and replace it with a wage economy (recall the Guam Chamber of Commerce advertisement for American farmers), lâncho labour as a form of compensation and reciprocity actually carried (and still carries) a tremendous amount of social value and cultural capital when attached to the figure and labour of the pattera. This particular form of labour and resistance is noteworthy given the Navy's efforts to regulate farming in Guam through a 'back-to the-farm' campaign that also sought to domesticate, to tame and make 'industrious' Chamorro male bodies that were viewed as 'rowdy' and deviant. The campaign also included a 'training for life' curriculum in schools, which emphasised industry and agriculture, and the establishment of an annual Guam Industrial Fair at which Chamorro farmers were stipulated to showcase their agricultural produce and livestock and to sell native arts and crafts.[58]

**Godmothering and stewardship in Chamorro women's labour and activism**

30. As discussed earlier, the practice of naming one's pattera as matlina to the child she delivered was another form of compensation, a practice counterproductive to the US Navy's efforts to establish a capitalist, wage-based system. A product of intricate relations between Chamorro and Catholic practice and ritual, the kumpaire (godparenthood) system reflected both old and relatively new
forms of political and social patronage. And in the wake of the seventeenth-century Chamorro-Spanish Wars and population decline, it reflected a useful way to reinvigorate and strengthen existing ties, and to recreate new kinship lines among surviving Chamorro families. In this system of patronage, the godparent is obligated to look out for the spiritual and material needs of his or her godchild, while the godchild is obligated to pay respect to the patron. This particular form of payment for services rendered is noteworthy because it put the vendor further into social and economic debt, but even more profoundly, obligated the pattera to future services to the family, community and land, and hence explains why pattera were also regarded as community leaders and social workers. One of the interviewees recalled the story of a famous pattera from his village who, long retired by then, was summoned by villagers to intervene in a domestic dispute. In the larger-than-life narrative he told—a sign of the prominence and highly revered status of the pattera even today—the pattera hoisted the man up against the wall and admonished him for beating his wife. Such obligations and assertions of godmothering and stewardship of land and community can also best be exemplified in the case of the Chamorro educator Agueda Iglesias Johnston.

31. Known as Guam's 'Godmother of Education,' Johnston was a pupil of American-style education under the US Navy. She is most noted for her role as a teacher and later as the Principal of Guam's first public high school. Johnston has also become a symbol of American patriotism for her role during World War II in organising performances for the Armed Services in Guam and in helping to harbour US Navy Radioman George Tweed from Japanese soldiers. Her patriotism and loyalty to America has been canonised in books, military journals and museums. A 'godmother' of all sorts, Johnston also asserted her role in the preservation of the Chamorro language, the establishment of the Guam Museum, the care of the manåmko (elderly), and the stewardship of the land. It was concern for the land and the US military's post-WWII condemnation of roughly one-third of the island that proved to be a turning point for her. In an unpublished manuscript, Johnston expressed ambivalence, at times opposition, to the military's incessant and relentless bulldozing of the jungles in Machananao, especially the låncho, the area where she spent her childhood in Guam. Johnston bemoaned the loss of farmlands that lay beneath the asphalt and 'unnecessary air fields' of the US military and referred to the ubiquitous bulldozer as the 'dulldozer' for the routine and banal way that it replaced the fusiños—the traditional Chamorro farming implement that worked the land into food and social space for Chamorros.

32. Redolent of the kind of historical and political positions assumed by Agueda Johnston and the pattera, contemporary Chamorro women activists have staked their roles as stewards over community and lands in a new and unprecedented 9-11 global anti-terrorist US militarisation of Guam. At an August 2007 oversight hearing on the military build-up, members of the all-women's organisation, Fuetsan Famalao'an (strength of women or strong women,) invoked an image of stewardship even deeper and older than the matlina, that of the maga'håga, the highest-ranking daughter and woman of ancient Chamorro matrilineal society who wielded tremendous power and authority. Fuetsan members have insisted that the build-up be accountable to the needs of women and children and to the health of the land and sea. They have reminded the US military and Guam's political leaders of the 'deterioration of lands as a result of contaminants' and the already 'devastating' effects on Santa Rita and Yigo, villages adjacent, respectively, to Naval Air Station and Andersen Air Force Base and whose residents suffer the highest rate of cancer deaths on island. Much like the way that prewar pattera were duty-bound and responsible to the expectant mothers under their care (recall Tan Kina's earlier insistence with her husband that it was her 'duty' and 'responsibility' to accompany her patient), present-day activists, Fanai Castro and Hope Alvarez Cristobal, prefaced their protests with the Chamorro adage: Isao-ña i tumungo' ya ha sedi, ki ayo i mismo umisagui hao (greater is the fault of he who allows the injustice upon himself). At a time when even the military invokes the language of 'stewardship' over the island's land and sea in supposed equal partnership with the island's male leadership, Chamorro
women activists reassert their own traditional role, and even perform a little appropriation of their own.\[63\] At an international conference of women against militarism held in 2010 in Guam, Sabina Perez declared that 'genuine security does not come from military security, [but] from healing and nurturing our communities.'\[64\] In another instance of anti-colonial and anti-militarisation activism, manmaga’håga (women leaders) on 14 August 2011 led a lukao (procession) and gathering at Gokña, the site of an ancient village in present-day Gun Beach (in the island's Tumon Bay area), in a ceremony to rectify the recent desecration of a burial site. In the process of building, of all things, a cultural, heritage and ecological park (called Lina'la/Our Heritage), the developers not only disturbed human remains and artefacts, including funerary objects, but also left the remains in an unmarked and nondescript pit adjacent to a nearby parking lot.\[65\] This they did for a park that would subsequently boast a living diorama where tourists and visitors can 'experience Guam life and culture from 500 years ago.' At the ceremony, called 'Chinachalanen I Manaina-ta' (Creating Pathways for Our Ancestral Spirits), the aforementioned activist, Hope Cristobal, explained that when gravesites are disturbed so too are the aniti (spirits), and thus, they (the women) needed to offer peace and tranquility to our ancestors, who passed down our sovereignty and human rights.\[66\] In what might now be understood as a placental practice of maintaining genealogical cordage to land and ancestry, Cristobal had also further fused the principle of indigenous political self-determination and sovereignty with the long tradition of Chamorro women responsible for the wellbeing of the community and the land:

As mothers and daughters of the community, it is our responsibility to continue this tradition. Due to its historical importance, the ceremonial recognition of our ancestral remains becomes even more significant.\[67\]

33. Indeed, contemporary Chamorro women activists can be seen to deploy an inafa’maolek and a form of placental politics evocative of an earlier practice rooted in indigenous conceptions of self in relation to land and community, but one that is up against new forms of US militarisation and modernisation. In this essay, I have focused on the labour of the pattera, who were eventually phased out in the post-World War II era under a new system of health care by the civilian and local-run Government of Guam, but whose legacy and embodied labour I am suggesting can offer an indigenous political lay of the land for contemporary feminist struggles and indigenous feminism and for understanding such present-day praxis and movement. I have privileged the pattera, in their role as godmothers and stewards, and in their insistence on doing ancient things like the burying of the placenta and umbilical cord for the powerful and enduring meanings that such practices have for native conceptions of self, land and propriety in modern and colonising contexts. Together, the pattera and matlina embody the historical and political forces and motives, which, as Teresia Teaiwa has speculated, have driven indigenous women across the Pacific to 'come to political consciousness and take up activism after the bodies of their loved ones become affected, infected by large and previously mysterious forces like nuclear contamination.'\[68\] Placental politics, for me, adds to this history and possibility. Placental politics, as I see it, names a history and a future by which indigenous women have consciously chosen to act as stewards of Chamorro peoplehood and Chamorro place. In Guam's history, Chamorro women's practice of planting the placenta and the cord that connected and nourished a newborn to his/her mother was also a practice that connected indigenous Chamorros to the land in order to ensure proper growth and directionality. Implanted in their own struggles against reckless development and militarisation, contemporary Chamorro women activists also continue to care and steward Chamorro peoplehood and land in efforts to keep things right and balanced, and to sustain what is maolek.
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